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Abstract— A novel dual-band substrate-integrated waveguide
(SIW) antenna array topology is proposed for operation in the
28 and 38 GHz frequency bands. Four miniaturized quarter-
mode SIW cavities are tightly coupled, causing mode bifurcation,
and yielding an antenna topology with four distinct resonance
frequencies. A pair of resonances is assigned to both the 28 and
38 GHz band, achieving wideband operation in both frequency
ranges. Moreover, owing to the exploited miniaturization tech-
nique, an extremely compact array topology is obtained, facili-
tating easy and straightforward integration. The computer-aided
design process yields a four-element antenna array that entirely
covers the 28 GHz band (27.5–29.5 GHz) and 38 GHz band
(37.0–38.6 GHz) with a measured impedance bandwidth of
3.65 and 2.19 GHz, respectively. A measured broadside gain
of 10.1 dBi, a radiation efficiency of 75.75% and a 3 dB
beamwidth of 25° are achieved in the 28 GHz band. Moreover,
in the 38 GHz band, the measured broadside gain amounts
to 10.2 dBi, a radiation efficiency of 70.65% is achieved, and
the 3 dB beamwidth is 20°.

Index Terms— 28 GHz, 38 GHz, antenna array, coupled
resonators, dual band, quarter-mode substrate-integrated
waveguide (QMSIW), SIW antenna.

I. INTRODUCTION

MEETING the evermore stringent requirements for next-
generation wireless systems inevitably requires a shift

toward millimeter-wave (mm-Wave) operating frequencies.
Novel applications, of which 5G mobile communication is
a prime example, are in need for extremely high data rates.
Bandwidths of several gigahertz are a necessity and, hence,
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the main motivation for the shift toward the available spectrum
at mm-Wave frequencies.

The mm-Wave spectrum around 28 GHz (27.5–29.5 GHz)
and 38 GHz (37–38.6 GHz) is under strong considera-
tion for next-generation 5G wireless systems, which would
allow a significant performance improvement with respect to
fourth-generation networks. For 5G communication, multiband
antennas form an attractive solution, since multiple frequency
ranges of interest can be covered by one single radiating
element. This is even more so for the spectrum in the
(28,38) GHz band, if it should be allocated for frequency-
division duplexing. Nevertheless, antenna arrays will be a
necessity to overcome the heavily increased path loss at these
high-operating frequencies.

Another trend is the extensive miniaturization of electronic
devices, and specifically antennas, to facilitate easy integration
into 5G user equipment. Nevertheless, antenna miniaturiza-
tion techniques often have unfavorable implications on the
functionality of the device. Compact antenna footprints are
desirable but not at the expense of crucial and indispensable
antenna performance. Clearly, there is a need for novel minia-
turized, low-cost 5G antenna topologies that exhibit excellent
functionality in terms of bandwidth, gain, and efficiency.

The very promising substrate-integrated waveguide (SIW)
technology [1] is gaining a lot of interest in the mm-Wave
research field. This can be attributed to its excellent iso-
lation and low loss, comparable to solid-metal rectangular
waveguides while maintaining compatibility with standard
printed circuit board (PCB) manufacturing. Moreover, its
excellent shielding properties, due to the confinement of the
electromagnetic fields within the SIW structure, allow for
close-proximity integration of active electronics [2]–[6]. A rec-
tangular SIW cavity can be miniaturized by bisecting it twice
along two virtual quasi-magnetic walls, yielding quarter-mode
SIW (QMSIW) cavities. This technique preserves the field
distribution of the original SIW cavity and yields miniaturized
cavities with excellent microwave performance [7], [8].

In this paper, a novel SIW dual-band antenna topol-
ogy is proposed for operation in the 28 and 38 GHz
bands, presently considered for 5G wireless applications.
An innovative approach, based on four miniaturized coupled
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QMSIW resonating cavities, is exploited to achieve stable
and wideband performance in both targeted frequency bands.
Wideband behavior is achieved by means of mode bifurcation,
owing to the strong coupling between the QMSIW resonators.
In [9], the principle of mode bifurcation through coupling of
three miniaturized SIW cavities was applied to obtain wide-
band performance in the 60 GHz band. Nevertheless, the work
proposed in this paper further improves this technique for
dual-band operation, and, consequently, significantly broadens
frequency ranges, necessitating an intricate optimization of the
coupling between four adjacent cavities and novel wideband
feeding techniques.

The four antenna cavities are skillfully combined into a
footprint on the order of a conventional half-wavelength SIW
antenna, resulting in an extremely compact antenna design,
while obtaining excellent dual-band performance. The large
bandwidth facilitates high data rates in both bands, while the
small footprint enables easy integration in 5G user equipment.

Furthermore, in this paper, four such antenna elements,
each consisting of four cavities, are combined into a small
1 × 4 antenna array, which is manufactured and fully char-
acterized, validating its excellent radiation characteristics in
both bands. Such a linear array can typically be deployed in,
e.g., 5G base station equipment.

Up until now, the majority of the dual-band antenna topolo-
gies proposed in the literature relies on resonant slots. SIW slot
arrays [10] achieve multiband performance in a straightfor-
ward manner but suffer from narrowband characteristics and
bulky footprints, as every additional band requires a separate
antenna element with a footprint in the order of half a wave-
length. Ring slot [11], [12] or resonant slot [13], [14] antennas
exhibit bandwidth-limited behavior and low antenna/platform
isolation, making close integration with active electronics
virtually impossible. Conversely, cavity-backed slot anten-
nas [15]–[18] exhibit excellent electromagnetic shielding
capabilities but generally rely on resonant slots, limiting
the bandwidth. Dual-band antennas based on higher order
modes [19], [20] exhibit a predetermined frequency spacing
between different bands of operation. Very often, the resonance
frequencies are not independently tunable, yielding less versa-
tile performance. In [21], several cavity-backed slot antennas
with distinct resonance frequencies are coupled through induc-
tive windows, yielding multiband operation. This approach
causes the antenna dimensions to increase exponentially.
Moreover, it prohibits the construction of an antenna array,
which is a significant drawback at mm-Wave frequencies.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the novel
dual-band SIW topology is proposed and its principle of oper-
ation is discussed. In Section III, the performance of the con-
structed antenna array is discussed, while Section IV focusses
on the applied manufacturing technologies and techniques.
The performance of the manufactured prototype is validated
in Section V. Conclusions are presented in Section VI.

II. ANTENNA PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

A. Dual-Band Operation Through Coupled Cavities

The proposed dual-band SIW antenna topology is depicted
in Fig. 1, with its dimensions summarized in Table I.

Fig. 1. Proposed dual-band SIW antenna topology, consisting of four coupled
quarter-mode (QMSIW) resonant cavities, and corresponding PCB) stack-up.
The antenna is fed by means of aperture coupling, with an hourglass-
shaped slot for maximum matching bandwidth. (Geometrical dimensions:
see Table I.)

TABLE I

DIMENSIONS FOR THE NOVEL DUAL-BAND

COUPLED QMSIW ANTENNA TOPOLOGY

It consists of four coupled QMSIW resonant cavities. The
four coupled cavities are combined into an extremely compact
topology with a footprint comparable to conventional half-
wavelength planar antennas. The bottom two QMSIW res-
onators (QMBL and QMBR) are strongly coupled, effectively
causing mode bifurcation. As such, two distinct cavity reso-
nances are obtained. These are carefully distributed over the
frequency range of interest, yielding wideband performance.
Here, the cavity resonances in QMBL and QMBR cover the
lower 5G band, being 27.5–29.5 GHz. The same reasoning
holds for QMTL and QMTR, which cover the highest 5G band
from 37 to 38.6 GHz.

As shown in Fig. 1, only one QMSIW cavity, i.e., QMBL,
is fed by microstrip aperture coupling. The remaining parasitic
resonators are excited through strong proximity coupling with
the feeding cavity QMBL. An hourglass-shaped aperture is
used to maximize the matching bandwidth. Exploiting aperture
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Fig. 2. Simulated reflection coefficient: two 5G bands are covered:
27.5–29.5 and 37–38.6 GHz. Two distinct resonances are observed in both
frequency bands.

coupling also provides shielding between the antenna and the
feeding network, significantly reducing parasitic radiation, and
benefiting the radiation pattern purity. The amount of back
radiation is minimized by realizing the feeding network on a
thin bottom substrate layer.

Fig. 2 depicts the simulated magnitude of the reflection
coefficient |S11|. In both the 28 GHz band and 38 GHz
band, two distinct resonance peaks are visible owing to mode
bifurcation caused by the strongly coupled cavities QMBL
and QMBR, and QMTL and QMTR, respectively. A −10 dB
impedance bandwidth of 2.6 GHz in the 28 GHz band and
2.2 GHz in the 38 GHz band is achieved, completely covering
the two 5G frequency bands from 27.5 to 29.5 GHz and from
37.0 to 38.6 GHz.

The simulated electric field distribution inside the resonant
cavities is shown in Fig. 3, for both the 28 and 38 GHz bands.
It is clear that the electric field is dominant in QMBL and
QMBR at 29.7 GHz and, conversely, dominant in QMTL and
QMTR at 38.3 GHz. This validates the principle of operation
discussed earlier and confirms that the bottom two QMSIWs
resonate in the lowest 5G band, and the top two cavities
operate in the highest band.

An additional benefit of exploiting SIW technology is
its excellent electromagnetic shielding capabilities, yielding
high antenna/platform isolation. Not only does this allow
for integration of active electronics in close proximity of
the antenna but also facilitates extremely compact antenna
arrays, as mutual coupling between adjacent array elements
is minimal.

B. Analysis of Antenna Parameters

Fig. 4 depicts the simulated reflection coefficient for vari-
ations on the lengths LTL and LTR of the resonating cavities
QMTL and QMTR, respectively. Obviously, increasing the
lengths of both QMSIWs causes the pair of resonances in the
38 GHz band to shift to lower frequencies. Alternatively, when
the lengths are decreased, the resonances shift to higher fre-
quencies. In the process, the pair of resonances in the 28 GHz
band remains unaffected. Hence, independent tuning in both
frequency bands is possible. Similar results are obtained for
the parameter pair LBL and LBR.

Fig. 3. Simulated normalized electric field distribution observed inside the
resonant cavities. (a) At the second resonance in the lowest 5G band (field
dominant in bottom two-coupled cavities QMBL and QMBR). (b) At the
second resonance in the highest band (field dominant in top two-coupled
cavities QMTL and QMTR).

Fig. 4. Simulated reflection coefficient for variations on the cavity lengths
LTL and LTR. Final design (full line), LTL, LTR − 100 μm (dashed line),
and LTL, LTR + 100 μm (dotted line).

Fig. 5 shows the simulated reflection coefficient for varia-
tions on the slot width WBS. This slot determines the amount
of coupling between the QMSIW cavities that resonate in the
28 GHz band. As is apparent from Fig. 5, when the slot
width WBS is decreased, the amount of coupling between the
adjacent resonating cavities QMBL and QMBR increases and,
consequently, the two resonances diverge [22]. Similarly, when
the slot width is increased, the coupling decreases and the
resonances merge. This reasoning also holds for the QMSIWs
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Fig. 5. Simulated reflection coefficient for variations on the slot width WBS.
Final design (full line), WBS − 50 μm (dashed line), and WBS + 50 μm
(dotted line).

Fig. 6. Simulated reflection coefficient for variations on the slot width WTS.
Final design (full line), WTS − 50 μm (dashed line), and WTS + 50 μm
(dotted line).

that resonate in the 38 GHz band, as is illustrated in Fig. 6.
If the slot width WTS is decreased, the amount of coupling
between QMTL and QMTR increases, and the resonances in
the 38 GHz band diverge. When the slot width is increased,
the coupling decreases and the resonances merge.

Fig. 7 depicts the simulated reflection coefficient for vari-
ations in the slot widths WMS1 and WMS2. Decreasing both
sloth widths results in increased coupling between the top and
bottom cavities. As shown in Fig. 7, this results in an increased
spacing between the resonances in the 28 GHz band and the
resonances in the 38 GHz band. Alternatively, when WMS1
and WMS2 are increased, the distance between the pairs of
resonances decreases.

All of the above validates the antenna operation principle
as outlined in Section II-A. In the first step of the design, the
dimensions of the QMSIW resonating cavities are determined
as to obtain resonance frequencies that are in the frequency
range of interest. In the following step, the dimensions of the
slots between adjacent cavities are optimized and fine-tuned
to obtain the desired antenna characteristics.

III. ANTENNA ARRAY PERFORMANCE

A compact four-element linear array configuration is
constructed, as depicted in Fig. 8. A microstrip line cor-
porate feeding network, consisting of two stages of power
dividers, is exploited to excite the array elements. To facilitate

Fig. 7. Simulated reflection coefficient for variations on the slot widths WMS1
and WMS2. Final design (full line), WMS1, WMS2 − 50 μm (dashed line),
and WMS1, WMS2 + 50 μm (dotted line).

Fig. 8. Four-element linear array configuration with corporate microstrip line
feeding network, consisting of two stages of power dividers. Dimensions of
the array elements are shown in Fig. 1 and specified in Table I.

a straightforward implementation of the feeding structure,
the elements in the array are rotated over an angle
of 45°.

The simulated radiation patterns at 28 and 38 GHz, in both
the E-plane (ϕ = 90°) and H-plane (ϕ = 0°), are depicted
in Fig. 9. The simulations are performed on a model with a
finite-ground plane with dimensions equal to 27.5 ×28.5 mm2.
At 28 and 38 GHz, a broadside array gain is achieved of,
respectively, 10.1 and 10.2 dBi, while the directivity equals
11.88 and 11.94 dBi, respectively. In the 28 and 38 GHz
band, the 3 dB beamwidth in the E-plane amounts to 21.6° and
18.6°, respectively. The sidelobe level remains below −8.5 and
−13 dB in the 28 and 38 GHz band, respectively. Although
a microstrip line feeding network, with aperture coupling,
is implemented on the backplane of the array, front-to-back
ratios of more than 8 and 18 dB are obtained in the lowest
and highest band, respectively.

Clearly, parasitic radiation emanating from the feeding
network is minimized by exploiting a bowtie slot and applying
a limited substrate thickness of 100 μm for the feeding
layer. Hence, a high antenna/platform isolation is obtained,
facilitating straightforward integration with active electronics
in the feeding layer, with a limited risk of unwanted and
possibly harmful coupling.
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Fig. 9. Simulated radiation pattern of the four-element linear array at
(a) 28 GHz and (b) 38 GHz in both the E-plane (ϕ = 90°) and H-plane
(ϕ = 0°).

Fig. 10. Fabricated prototype of the (28,38) GHz dual-band coupled
QMSIW 1 × 4 linear array. Antenna elements on Duroid 5880 top substrate
layer (left) and corporate feeding network on RO4450F bottom substrate
layer (right).

IV. FABRICATION PROCESS

The actual antenna array, of which each element consists of
the four resonating cavities, is realized on a 508 μm Rogers
Duroid 5880 laminate through standard PCB manufacturing.
Next, further in-house processing is performed to realize
the multilayer build-up, as depicted in Fig. 1. A 100 μm
RO4450F bondply, serving as the substrate for the microstrip
feeding network, and an 18 μm copper foil are sequen-
tially laminated onto the backplane of the antenna structure.
Finally, the microstrip feeding structure is realized through
photolithography, arriving at the array prototype depicted
in Fig. 10. Although, here, the RO4450F bondply is used for
unconventional purposes, its electromagnetic and mechanical
properties fit the application perfectly. First, it has a dielectric
constant that is close to that of the top Duroid 5880 layer,
enabling good coupling through the bowtie aperture. Second,
this fabrication process allows for an asymmetric build-up
of the multilayer PCB, which has clear benefits, i.e., the
limited thickness of the bondply layer minimizes parasitic
radiation from the microstrip feeding network, as was already
demonstrated in Section III.

After fabrication, the prototypes are subjected to a thor-
ough dimensional analysis to identify possible manufacturing
errors. The most significant deviation from the simulation
model is attributed to variations of the substrate thickness
of the RO4450F layer for the feeding network. The targeted
thickness of the feed layer is 100 μm, as specified in Fig. 1.

Fig. 11. Measured (solid line) reflection coefficient. Wideband behavior in
both the 28 and 38 GHz band is obtained. Simulated results for the final
design, with dimensions specified in Fig. 1 and Table I, (dotted line) and
simulated results that include the quantified fabrication errors (dashed line)
are shown as well.

Nevertheless, the dimensional analysis reveals a substrate
thickness of approximately 130 μm. This deviation has a
nonnegligible effect on the mm-Wave characteristics of the
dual-band antenna, as proven by the measured and sim-
ulated reflection coefficients in Fig. 11. If the measured
|S11| (solid line) is compared to the simulated results of the
final design (dotted line), with dimension as in Table I, a
significant discrepancy is apparent. However, if the manufac-
turing errors are included in the simulation model (dashed
line), the measured −10 dB impedance bandwidth agrees quite
well with the simulation and covers both the proposed 5G
frequency bands, as further specified in Section V. However,
there are still minor discrepancies between the simulated
and measured curves, which can possibly be attributed to
the unconventional use of the RO4450F bondply and the
experimental manufacturing techniques.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

The validation of the reflection coefficients of the fab-
ricated prototypes is conducted using a Keysight N5247A
PNA-X Microwave Network Analyzer and solder-free V-type
(1.85 mm) End-Launch Connectors by Southwest Micro-
wave [23]. The coaxial pin of the connectors is not soldered,
but press fit onto the signal trace. To compensate for the addi-
tional capacitance generated by the interference fit, the signal
trace is tapered and optimized to add inductance. A thru–
reflect–line calibration kit [24] was designed and exploited
to deembed the connector and feed line, as such positioning
the port reference plane closer to the antenna. This allows
for an adequate comparison between simulated and measured
S-parameters.

The measured reflection coefficient, depicted in Fig. 11,
reveals a −10 dB impedance bandwidth ranging from 26.71 to
30.36 GHz and from 36.59 to 38.78 GHz, resulting in a
bandwidth of 3.65 and 2.19 GHz for the lower and higher
frequency band, respectively. Clearly, the developed prototype
entirely covers the 28 GHz (27.5–29.5 GHz) and 38 GHz band
(37–38.6 GHz), making it an ideal candidate for 5G dual-band
wireless systems.
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Fig. 12. Measured versus simulated, including measurement connector,
radiation pattern at 28 GHz, both in (a) E-plane (ϕ = 0°) and (b) H-plane
(ϕ = 90°).

Fig. 13. Measured versus simulated, including measurement connector,
radiation pattern at 38 GHz, both in (a) E-plane (ϕ = 0°) and (b) H-plane
(ϕ = 90°).

The far-field performance of the antenna array is ver-
ified with an NSI-MI spherical near-field measurement
range [25], inside an anechoic chamber with outer dimensions
of 8 × 4 × 4 m3. Moreover, a model of the measurement
connector is included in the simulations to enable an ade-
quate comparison between measured and simulated radiation
patterns.

The measured and simulated array gain patterns at 28 GHz,
both in the E-plane (ϕ = 0°) and H-plane (ϕ = 90°),
agree well, as demonstrated in Fig. 12. A broadside array
gain of 10.06 dBi, a radiation efficiency of 75.75%, and
a 3 dB H-plane beamwidth of approximately 25° are achieved.
Similarly, the measured gain patterns at 38 GHz are depicted
in Fig. 13. In this frequency band, the broadside array
gain amounts to 10.2 dBi. Moreover, a radiation efficiency
of 70.65% is achieved, and the 3 dB beamwidth in the
H-plane equals approximately 20°. Owing to the 0.31 dB
higher insertion loss in the corporate feeding network
at 38 GHz, as compared to 28 GHz, the radiation efficiency
is slightly lower in the highest frequency band. In addition,
the far-field patterns have a slightly asymmetrical character,
especially in the E-plane (ϕ = 0°). This is attributed to the
presence of the bulky, solid metal measurement connector [23]
in that plane.

As is clear from Figs. 12 and 13, there are still some minor
discrepancies between the simulated and measured radiation
patterns. More specifically, the main beam in the H-plane

at 28 GHz has slightly shifted, and the measured and simulated
sidelobe levels at both frequencies do not agree perfectly.
It needs to be noted that the slightest disturbance in the
measurement environment affects the far-field pattern at these
high-mm-Wave frequencies. The simulation model is made
as exhaustive as possible, i.e., by including the measurement
connector, to enable an adequate reproduction of the realistic
measurement scenario. Nevertheless, there still is a certain
amount of measurement overhead in terms of fixtures and
cables that are unaccounted for in the model, causing minor
discrepancies between measured and simulated results.

VI. CONCLUSION

A novel 1 × 4 (28,38) GHz dual-band antenna array topol-
ogy, based on coupled QMSIW cavities, has been proposed,
manufactured, and validated for operation in the 5G frequency
bands at 28 and 38 GHz. Four miniaturized QMSIW resonant
cavities are tightly coupled, causing mode bifurcation, and
yielding an antenna topology with four distinct resonance
frequencies. One pair of QMSIW cavities is tuned to resonate
in the 28 GHz band, while the other pair is optimized for the
38 GHz band, accomplishing dual-band operation. Moreover,
through skillful distribution of the pair of resonance peaks
in both frequency ranges of interest, wideband operation is
achieved in both bands. This innovative approach not only
offers dual-band and wideband operation but, owing to the
applied SIW miniaturization technique, yields an extremely
compact array topology as well.

The array elements are realized on the top Duroid 5880 sub-
strate layer, while the microstrip corporate feeding network is
implemented on the thin bottom layer of RO4450F. Aperture
coupling through an hourglass-shaped slot is exploited to
excite the antenna array, as such maximizing the matching
bandwidth. Moreover, due to the excellent shielding capa-
bilities of the employed SIW technology and the aperture
coupling feeding technique, a high antenna/platform isolation
is achieved, facilitating straightforward integration with active
electronics.

A measured −10 dB impedance bandwidth of 3.65 GHz
(26.71–30.36 GHz) and 2.19 GHz (36.59–38.78 GHz) is
achieved for the lowest and highest bands, respectively.
As such, this novel topology covers both the 28 GHz
(27.5–29.5 GHz) and 38 GHz (37–38.6 GHz) frequency bands,
which are under strong consideration for future 5G applica-
tions. A measured broadside array gain of 10.06 dBi, a 3 dB
beamwidth in the H-plane of approximately 25°, and a radia-
tion efficiency of 75.75% are achieved at 28 GHz. At 38 GHz,
the measured broadside gain amounts to 10.2 dBi, the radiation
efficiency is 70.65%, and the 3 dB beamwidth in the H-plane
is approximately 20°.

Taking all of the above into account, the proposed dual-
band, high-gain, and narrow-beam antenna array topology is
the ideal candidate for deployment in future 5G scenarios,
e.g., as a base station antenna. The wideband performance in
both frequency bands supports very high data rates, while the
extremely compact dimensions facilitate easy and straightfor-
ward integration. Moreover, the dual-band operation benefits
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the flexibility of the 5G wireless system, as it offers the pos-
sibility of switching the operational frequency under changing
environmental conditions.
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